
Learn how using the Chronic Angina 
Checklist helped Alan get back to doing 
the things he enjoyed. 
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Has a doctor told you that you have angina? 
Fill out the Chronic Angina Checklist on the back 
cover and visit SpeakFromTheHeart.com to learn 
more about managing your symptoms.
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Alan is a 71-year-old male who grew up 
on a farm. Alan worked in sales, but 
his passion was being in the outdoors, 
raising cattle and “digging in the earth.” 
Alan is also a Master Gardener.

What is also in Alan’s DNA: a family history 
of heart disease. Because of this, Alan has 
always tried to take care of himself. 

Alan and his wife went for a walk one day—

and he lagged behind and felt himself getting 
short of breath. When Alan saw his doctor, he 
was referred for tests that showed he had a 
heart problem. He was given medication, and 
he thought that was all he needed.

Alan’s parents were also gardeners. When Alan retired, he 
stayed active by working a part-time landscaping job at 
a local college. “It’s in his DNA,” says Alan’s wife, Sandy.

Alan and his wife were shocked he had blocked arteries. 
But Alan knew he didn’t want to end up like his dad, 
who died of a heart attack at 64.  

After the stents, Alan still felt short of 
breath. He returned to have a fourth 
stent inserted in one of his blocked arteries.

Alan knew he needed a cardiologist and his brother 
recommended Dr. Craig. T he doctor evaluated Alan based 
on his symptoms and family history. Testing revealed Alan 
had 3 blocked arteries in his heart that required stents.



Alan started using the Chronic 
Angina Checklist to track how 
often he was having angina 
symptoms. He also tracked what 
activities triggered his symptoms. 

Over the next 6 months, Alan used the Chronic Angina Checklist to help Dr. Craig 
make adjustments to his treatment plan and to track his progress.

WIP
After the fourth stent, Alan started to have chest 
pain in addition to feeling short of breath. More 
tests showed Alan had a condition called angina. 

Dr. Craig explained that angina is 
where the heart muscle does not 
get enough oxygen. He asked Alan 
to track his symptoms using a 
Chronic Angina Checklist. 

At Alan’s next appointment, he and 
Dr. Craig reviewed the completed Chronic 
Angina Checklist. Alan’s answers showed 
that he was still having symptoms, so 
Dr. Craig changed his treatment plan.

Dr. Craig also recommended Alan 
make some lifestyle changes, like 
exercising and watching his diet.



Has a doctor told you that you have angina? 
Fill out the Chronic Angina Checklist on the back cover
and visit SpeakFromTheHeart.com to learn more about 
managing your symptoms.

Now it’s your turn:

With diet and exercise as part of his 
overall treatment plan, Alan lost some 
weight. He continues to take all of his 
medicines as prescribed. He is feeling 
better and able to be more active. 

“It didn’t happen overnight. But it got 
better as time progressed.”

“I am looking forward to 
enjoying time with my wife. 
I don’t want to work the rest 
of my life. I want to play some.”

“Since angina, I see it’s very important that you let your doctor know 
what’s going on in your life, what’s happening. I’ll stay on top of it, 
and if anything else comes up, Dr. Craig and I will get through it.”
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Use this checklist to communicate how angina is affecting your life.

Chronic angina checklist

Complete this checklist and share it with your cardiologist.

1.   In the past month, how many episodes of angina have you had?

          none                           1-4        5-8        9 or more

2.   Have you limited or totally given up any activities or work because of your angina?

          yes          no          If so, what?

3.   Do you ever have angina when you are:

           resting

         dressing or bathing

         walking at an
         ordinary pace

         walking uphill or quickly

4.   How much has angina affected your quality of life?

      not at all                                 somewhat                                               a lot

         1                         2                          3                               4                               5

5.   Do you wish more could be done to reduce your angina?

           yes         no

6.   Is there anything else you’d like your doctor to know?

7.   What other topics do you want to discuss with your doctor?

           managing side effects         diet and exercise             

         treatment options                 other

climbing stairs

doing general house/
yardwork

having emotional stress

being sexually active

moving heavy objects

in hot or cold weather

eating large meals

smoking cigarettes

other:
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